
Take AIM at your facility's asset and infrastructure challenges 

CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS IN THE GOLF INDUSTRY SINCE 1976

 Struggling with repair and 
replacement budgeting for the 
coming years? Does your club’s 
master plan lack details about golf 
course infrastructure?

 If the answer to one or both of 
these questions is yes, your club could 
benefit from a proprietary AIM Plan 
(Asset & Infrastructure Management 
Plan), a golf course facility analysis 
performed by Landscapes Unlimited.

 The AIM Plan analysis 
incorporates industry recognized 
metrics as well as the ‘tricks of the 
trade’ derived from over 1,500 
projects of all sizes and scopes.  The 
AIM Plan provides site-specific 
analysis of the areas above, as well as 
recommendations on cost saving 
methods for performing work in-
house or in phases whenever possible.

 For 40 years, Landscapes 
Unlimited has been a leader in the 
golf industry and has the technical 
and operational expertise necessary to 
assist clubs in evaluating, prioritizing 
and planning for the short and long 
term performance of your golf 
course!

 The AIM Plan analysis was developed as a result of requests from club operators and owners looking to supplement 
their overall facility master plan with a better understanding of the lifecycle costs associated with one of the largest 
items on their balance sheet, the golf course! The analysis covers the age, current condition, life expectancy, as well as 
the risks and costs of repair vs replacement for all major infrastructure components of a golf course, including:

• Irrigation & Pumping Systems
• Greens & Tees
• Fairways
• Bunkers

• Water Sources
• Practice Areas
• Trees & Plants
• Architectural Features

• Water Features
• Cart Paths & Bridges
• Maintenance Complex
• Other Golf Course Structures

Contact Landscapes Unlimited to take AIM at your club’s future!

Larry Hanks
Senior Vice President Landscapes Golf Maintenance

(352) 515-8848  • lhanks@landscapesunlimited.com
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Contact Landscapes Unlimited to 
TAKE AIM at your club’s future!
Larry Hanks, Sr. Vice President
Landscapes Maintenance

(352) 515-8848 or lhanks@landscapesunlimited.com
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